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Scarborough Players present thought-provoking production of Harvey

When we are children, it's acceptable to have an imaginary friend that we talk to, play with and tell our secrets to.
But once we are old enough to know that there is no such thing as imaginary friends, if you continue to have one
it's no longer an endearing childhood trait, but a delusion instead.

In Scarborough Players first show of the season, Harvey by Mary Stuart, a likeable but seemingly disillusioned
middle-aged man and his imaginary friend stir up all kinds of trouble for his family in this funny and thought-
provoking story.

People may recall this story made popular by the 1950 movie version starring James Stewart, but it debuted on
Broadway in 1944 so prepare to see a play unique to the film version.

It's true that in any family when one person has a problem it affects everyone. In this show, Elwood Dowd (Greg
Nowlan) and his imaginary friend, a six-foot tall white rabbit named Harvey, is driving his sister Veta Louise
(Bodene Corbitt) and her daughter Myrtle Mae (Mandy May Cheetham) crazy.

Not only does his talking to Harvey in public and introducing him to everyone make the family look strange, but it
also lessens the prospect of suitors for Myrtle Mae who wants to get married.

Frustrated after Elwood has embarrassed them at yet another social function, Veta Louise decides to have Elwood
committed to a sanitarium, Chumley's Rest. But after a mix up, it's Veta Louise who is committed, and released,
which is where the show takes a farce-like turn.

Dr. Chumley (Chris Hardess) and his assistant Duane (Joshua Mott), Veta and their lawyer, Judge Omar Gaffney
(John C. Gazey) are racing around town to find Elwood to commit him, while Elwood is looking for Harvey who has
disappeared.

While all the mayhem is happening, it soon becomes clear that this story is not about whether Elwood is crazy or
not, but about individual family dynamics.

His sister and niece wants Elwood gone not because he is 'crazy' but for their own reasons because really, who
says he's crazy? If he's happy it becomes a matter of his family accepting him and the capability of believing
maybe there are things others see that we don't.

While this show is well cast, what draws audiences in is the character of Elwood. Nowlan has been in several
shows and always impresses, but there is something about this character that he embodies so well.
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It takes talent to play a guy whose best friend is a gigantic talking rabbit, and not make him seem too crazy.
Instead, he plays Elwood with a gentleness and likeability that makes you want to defend him and commit
everyone else.

This cast gave an amazing performance. Cheetham as Myrtle May, Corbitt as Veta Louise and Hardess as Dr.
Chumley, are great comedic performers. Their timing, expressions and how they played up their roles were so
appropriate for the tone of this show.

The carpentry and set design is fantastic, and because of the versatile pieces, the set is easily transformed from
the Dowd household to Chumley's Rest.

While this is a fun comedy that isn't at all preachy, you do take away some thoughts about the value of accepting
others' differences, and the beautiful idea of live and let live, as difficult as that may be.

Harvey's remaining shows are Sept. 15 - 17, 22 - 24, 8 p.m., with a 2 p.m. matinee on Sept. 18.,

Scarborough Village Theatre, 3600 Kingston Rd. Regular tickets are $18. To purchase tickets, call 416-267-9292
or visit www.theatrescarborough.com
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